Music perception deficits following acute neurological damage are thought to be rare. By a newly devised test battery of music-perception skills, however, we were able to identify among a group of 12 patients with acute hemispheric stroke six patients with music perception deficits (amusia) while six others had no such deficits. In addition we recorded event-related brain potentials (ERPs) in a passive listening task with frequent standard and infrequent pitch deviants designed to elicit the mismatch negativity (MMN). The MMN in the patients with amusia was grossly reduced, while the non-amusic patients and control subjects had MMNs of equal size. These data show that amusia is quite common in unselected stroke patients. The MMN reduction suggests that amusia is related to unspecific automatic stimulus classification deficits in these patients.
Introduction
Compared to other neuropsychological deficits there are relatively few reports on music perception and production deficits, amusia, in the literature. Most of the reports concern single case studies with patients exhibiting specific impairments of music perception and production [4,14 -16] . Because of the wide variability in terms of music education and listening habits, however, music perception deficits might have been overlooked in clinical practice. In fact, in a recent study we could demonstrate in a group of 20 unselected patients that suffered from their first ischemic hemispheric stroke that music perception deficits are quite common and are due to the disturbance of widely distributed networks [18] . For this study, a new test battery was designed to assess different aspects of music perception: lower-level auditory information processing by testing discrimination of pitch, auditory memory function by testing recognition of familiar songs, local (sequential) auditory information processing by testing discrimination of interval-violated melodies and rhythm-violated musical stimuli, global (parallel) auditory information processing by testing discrimination of contour-violated melodies and metre. While it is clear that very specific music processing deficits, e.g. pertaining to the hedonic qualities of music, can occur in the absence of a disturbance in the functions mentioned above, the processes addressed by the battery can be argued to form the basic building blocks of music perception [15, 18] .
About two-thirds of the patients presented with impairments on the test battery. In broad stroke, patients with damage to the left hemisphere showed deficits in the discrimination of local as well as global structures in both melodic and temporal information processing.
